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Activities And Celebrations

Gandhi Jayanti Week (2nd October 2021)
In this world of increasing competitive spirit, Gandhian ideas of sustainable
development are vital. A special assembly wa s conducted virtually at
MIT Vishwashanti Gurukul School, Kothrud to commemorate the Mahatma’s life
and teachings. The students paid tribute to the father of the nation through
speeches consisting of quotes, thoughts, ideals of Gandhiji and what Gandhi
means to them in the 21st century. Gandhiji's vision of these three monkeys as a
way to peacefully fight against contemporary colonialism, oppression and injustice
was enacted by the students including a 4th monkey depicting ‘Do no evil’ in
today's pandemic situation which was indeed a treat to see. The students enjoyed
a virtual tour to ‘Sevagram’. A video showcasing ‘Bapu and Non-Violence’ gave an
insight about Gandhiji’s ideals which can bring back harmony, peace and stability
in the society. All the students were imbued with Gandhian values and thoughts and vowed
to commit themselves to support non-violence, spread peace and become better citizens.

Dandiya Celebrations (14th October 2021)
Observed across many faiths, festivals bind people together. To share the beauty
of this culture, MIT Vishwashanti Gurukul School, Kothrud celebrated Dandiya
on 14th October, 2021. The celebration began with a video showcasing the story
of Dusshera Vijaya Dashami. The objective was to remind the students that no
matter how intelligent a person is, pride and ego can lead to a downfall. All the
students dressed in traditional attire which added to the festive mood. The
students along with the parents danced to the beats and tune of Dandiya very
devotedly with their hearts out, creating a vibrant and exuberant show. The
students enjoyed the mellifluous music and rhythmic beats which
matched the mood of festivity, rejuvenating the vibrancy of the Navratri.

Science Week Celebrations
(11th to 14th October 2021)
Science week was based on the theme, ‘Scientastic - A step towards sustainable living’. Throughout the week, different activities
were conducted virtually. Virtual tours of national parks, galaxies, natural wonders of India and the world were arranged for the
students. The students demonstrated age related experiments on air and water, made 3D models on conserving the environment
and learnt the scientific reasons behind the experiments conducted by them. They also conducted kitchen chemistry, using natural

materials available at home.
Activities like making a nutritional dish, understanding its importance and sharing it with someone who is less privileged were done.
The students made posters with slogans on healthy food v/s junk food and through this activity they learnt how junk food is
harmful to one's health and the value of sharing. The teachers conducted an e-quiz on nutrition and a debate on topics based on
the theme. The Science week was celebrated with great fervour by all the students and teachers.

Vigilance Awareness Week (26th to 30th October 2021)
The Vigilance Awareness Week is observed every year across India to promote
integrity in public life and achieve a corruption free society. The students of
grade 6 to 10 observed Vigilance awareness week to mark the birthday of
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel and to bring social awareness among students.
The main aim was to make the students acknowledge the fight against corruption
and raise public awareness regarding the existence, cause as well as the threat
The awareness week started with students taking the ‘integrity pledge’.
The teachers conducted various activities which included slogan writing,
elocution, roleplay and poster making competition. Interesting quizzes and
debates ensured that the students learned about civic awareness. These activities
were organized online, relevant to the theme for dissemination of anti-corruption
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Activities And Celebrations
Green Diwali, Clean Diwali (30th October 2021)

The festival of diwali was celebrated on a digital platform, with the students’ pledge of celebrating a ‘Cracker-Free Diwali’.
The teachers explained the significance of this festival and the students spoke about the hazardous effects of firecrackers.
Few students led the way in spreading the message of celebrating a safe, pollution-free, eco-friendly Diwali by decorating their homes
with the lighting of clay diyas, floral rangolis and rangolis using natural colours. The students looked smart, all dressed up in ethnic attire.
The festivities continued with few exhilarating activities, students were very creative in making elegant paper lanterns,
beautiful paper decorations, painting colourful diyas and artistic greeting cards. The Principal, Mrs. Sharada Rao appreciated the
efforts put in by the students and gave away the message of a green, clean, peaceful and bright Diwali. As the fun filled day came to
an end, the students left for a festive break with a heart full of happiness and excitement but with a cautious and vigilant mind.

Children’s Day Celebrations (15th November 2021)

Children’s Day was celebrated virtually with great fun and frolic
to commemorate the birth anniversary of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru.
On this special day, to celebrate the bond between teachers and
students, a series of interesting and exciting activities were planned
meticulously for the students to enjoy. It all began with a special
assembly. The teachers planned different performances for the
students in order to exhibit their love and affection for them.
A pre-recorded video showcased songs and dance performances
of the teachers. Students cheered their teachers on as they saw

them on screen.
This was followed by various activities like fun quizzes, puzzles,
one minute acts and songs to entertain and regale the students.
Heartfelt appreciation and messages poured in by the students
thanking the teachers profusely for making the day so special.
The atmosphere was buzzing with excitement and joy, making
. a memorable one.
it

Fit India Week Celebration (15th to 20th November 2021)
The Fit India Mission, endeavouring to make Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav
(AKAM) a historic campaign in India School Week was conducted by
MIT Vishwashanti Gurukul School, Kothrud. This activity helped in
instilling the importance of fitness in students, teachers and parents.
The physical training team of the school planned a series of activities as
proposed. The students, parents and teachers participated in yoga,
meditation, free hand exercises, zumba, karate, traditional ‘lezim’,
and Swachchta Abhiyan activities throughout the week. The students
were also engaged in poster making on the theme, ‘Cleanliness and

Freedom from sedentary lifestyle’.
The students were happy to be a part of this initiative and the
importance of fitness was reiterated. They participated enthusiastically
and enjoyed the activities a lot. Over the week, the mission to bring
about behavioural changes and move towards a more physically

active lifestyle was achieved.
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Activities And Celebrations

Workshop of
Effective Communication Skills
(14th December 2021)

Math Week Celebration 2021 (20th to 24th December 2021)
To celebrate the birth anniversary of Srinivasa Ramanujan, National Mathematics Day was
celebrated on 22nd of December. The students celebrated Mathematics week from the

Getting one’s message across in a way
that is clear and coherent is a critical skill
in professional and personal life. To enrich
their personality and life skills, an
interactive workshop on Communication
Skills was held at MIT Vishwashanti
Gurukul School, Kothrud on a digital
platform specially curated by Prepmyskills
for the students of grades 6, 7 and 8.
The resource persons, Ms. Urvashi Shenoy
and Mr. Sri K r ish n a ur g e d the
participants to make use of the workshop
to the maximum extent possible to enhance
their communication skills both oral
and written. During the session, many
fun-filled activities of a short duration
related to listening skills, writing skills,
verbal and nonverbal skills were carried
on. The illustrations and examples helped
in understanding and diagnosis of
problems in communication. Necessary
correction and clarification were suggested
too. It was a ‘learn with fun’ experience.
Students enjoyed the session with full
enthusiasm throughout. At the end of
the session, the Principal Ms. Sharada Rao
requested the participants to constantly
work on improving their skills and
competencies for academic and personal
growth. The workshop was useful,
thoughtfully presented and very effective.

20th of December which was full of activities. The students enjoyed solving puzzles,
riddles and sudokus. They made charts and models too. Interesting videos were shown
to help them understand the history of Mathematics and how Math is everywhere!
The teachers discussed the importance of Math in everyday life and students made charts
and posters including Math quotes on Math in a creative way. The younger students made
birthday caps in conical shape. A crown making activity was also conducted by using
mathematical symbols and shapes. The students made a variety of crowns and wore them.
The students of Grades I and II drew images of birds and animals with the help of
numbers 0 to 9 while the students of Grade III to V solved Mind-boggling puzzles like
number puzzles, magic square puzzles, triangular puzzles and many more. The students
prepared ‘Figure Me Out’ puzzles with the help of their teachers too. The students of
Grades VI to X explored how to write their birth dates using Roman numerals. They wrote
the birthdates of their family members too. They enjoyed solving sudokus from simple to
complex levels with their classmates and teachers.
A special assembly was organised on 22nd December to celebrate the birth anniversary
of the great mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan. Some students delivered speeches on
the occasion, they explained the importance of the day, Magic Square, the
Hardy-Ramanujan number and even sung poems on Mathematics. Yash Vijapure of
Grade VIII talked about the important connection of Math in the musical instrument Tabla.
He has explained while actually playing Tabla, how the entire action is based on Taal (beat)
and Laya (rhythm). The week concluded with a Math Quiz.
It was indeed a week full of learning and fun!

X-mas X-citement (24th December 2021)
The students were excited about the Christmas celebrations which were planned both, offline and online.
With the theme, ‘The Charismatic Christmas - Instilling Love and Compassion’, the program began with
the world peace prayer and school song followed by a pledge of kindness and compassion. A few students
expressed their views and emphasized the importance of being caring, sharing and spreading goodness all
around. The students enthralled everyone with their dance performances and the nativity play. They sang
Christmas carols fostering global citizenship, spreading cheer and love. The program was live-streamed
for t he s tude nts w ho at tended onl ine.
The Christmas tree was decorated in shiny, fluffy tinsel, silver bells, colourful stars, red and white candies
and wreaths. The students were happy to see Santa Claus distributing sweets to the students present in
school. Some students sported Christmas caps, Santa Claus masks and came dressed in red and white,
which was a treat to the eyes. The Principal, Mrs. Sharada Rao expressed her delight in seeing such
enthusiasm in the children who brought the spirit of Christmas to life. She emphasized the essence of
Christmas and the importance of practicing kindness and compassion. The atmosphere was filled with
fun and cheer. Both the teachers and students enjoyed the celebration wholeheartedly.
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Smart Skills Championship Winner 2021
(16th December 2021)
Students from various schools across India participated in the ‘Smart Skills
Championship’ organised by Adventure Experiential Learning Academy.
Interested students at my school were given a chance to participate, I jumped
at the opportunity and received guidance from my teachers. There were many
topics in this competition like Space and Astronomy, Smart Survival Skills,
and I participated in ‘Best out of Waste’. My project was about making pouches
and bags using old used fabric. I got this idea when I saw a poor child going
to school with insufficient supplies. So I decided to make bags and pouches
for those kids, free of cost. I absorbed new perspectives, became more
empathetic, widening my sense of world and all the possibilities to create
useful things using old material or things considered waste. I altered the course
of my path, and those around me by showcasing a way of donating useful things
to needy people at very low investment making others' lives a little easier.
There were 1000+ students participating in the competition. On the day of
the results, I was announced to be the winner (1st position) in my category.
My parents, teachers and friends were proud of me. I look forward to getting
many more opportunities to participate in such competitions which will help
me to grow in an innovative way.

Chemistry Workshop by MIT WPU Chemical
Engineering Students (17th December 2021)
Chemical Engineers of MIT - World Peace University
organized a fascinating workshop - ‘K-12 Outreach
Program’ as a part of the AIChE MIT-WPU Student
Chapter, on 17th December 2021 in MIT Vishwashanti
Gurukul School, Kothrud. The engineering students
conducted an experiment related to electrochemistry
which was technical as well as fun. It helped us understand
some new concepts of chemistry and encouraged us to
develop interest in Chemical Engineering.
It was a model of a car from scraps which works on the
theory of electrochemistry. The students of MIT-WPU
explained the mechanism of the car as well as brushed
up our knowledge about cells, batteries and other
concepts of chemistry. The car named ‘Zn-Mobile’
worked on a Eco-friendly blend of chemical reactions
and electricity. They demonstrated the working of the
car by showing us the prerequisite chemical reactions
involved in starting and stopping the car.
All the students of grades 9 and 10 were happy that our
school gave us this exposure by organizing this workshop
and opening our minds to new horizons in varied
career fields.

Aryan Shalil Akre

Akshata Santosh Bodake

Grade 9 Alpha

Grade 10 Alpha

Webinar on Cyber Security Awareness for Children (17th December 2021)
All users regardless of age are exposed to various security risks when spending time on the internet.
Cyber security for children has gathered much attention recently and has been one of the
fastest-growing topics due to the increasing availability of the internet among children and
children’s increasing exposure to online risks. Keeping this in mind, a webinar on cyber security
.awareness was conducted.
The chief resource persons Mrs. Vaishali Gosavi and Mrs. Vidula Kale through their insightful
session highlighted the need of cyber security, the security problems involved and tips for staying
cyber safe. The resource persons elucidated what is at stake like digital footprint in online activities
on what is being posted, photos and videos uploaded, signing up for games and websites.
They elaborated on cybercrime, computer vandalism and hacking, online harassment like
cyberbullying and cyberstalking being the most common.
Social
varied career
fields.engineering attacks like phishing,
identity theft, content-related risks, technology-based risks, economic risks, password practices,
and management were also covered.
The participants got a good understanding of the risks related to inappropriate content, being wary
of strangers, and oversharing of personal information online. As such, there is no silver bullet for s
taying cyber safe, but a combination of different measures like creating a strong passphrase,
using multi factor authentication, enabling software updates and antivirus software programs can
significantly decrease the risk of becoming victims of cyberattacks. The students were full of zeal
and active throughout the session, as it was a lively, engaging, educative, and a fulfilling presentation.
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Our Tiny Tots
Blue Colour Day Celebrations (9th October 2021)
Early identification of colours helps to create a cognitive link between visual clues and words which is an important part of a child's
development. To increase the awareness about the band of colours and their significance for the students, a virtual blue colour day
celebration was organised. All the students and teachers were dressed in different shades of blue. The significance of the colour was
de l i v e r e d e f f e c t i v e l y t hr o ug h a Pow e r Poi nt pr e s e nt a t i o n m a ki ng l e a r ni ng f un f o r o ur t i ny t o t s .
The students showed their favourite blue objects to their peers and spoke a few sentences. As a part of the activity, the children enjoyed
pasting different shapes of balloons in the art and craft activity book. The celebration concluded with the blue colour song. Blue colour
day was an amazing learning experience for every student. The students enjoyed the activities with immense enthusiasm and zeal.

Gandhi Jayanti Celebrations (1st October 2021)
Gandhi Jayanti was celebrated virtually by the
preschool students and teachers with great zeal
and enthusiasm. The programme started with
the peace prayer followed by discussing the
significance of the day. The teachers encouraged
the students to contribute a part of their time
for good social causes by being responsible
citizens of the country. The students were given
an act i v i t y o f ma sk makin g .
Inspired by Gandhian values and thoughts, all
the students took an oath to become better
citizens of the country, promising to be honest
and humble throughout their life. A few students
dressed up as Gandhiji’s 3 monkeys and gave
the message of seeing good, hearing good and
speaking good. The Principal, Mrs. Sharada Rao
in her speech advised the students to follow the
footsteps of the father of the Nation, to speak the
truth always and spread the crusade of cleanliness.
All the students pledged to save our beautiful
planet Earth and promised to keep their house
and surrounding area clean.

Navratri Celebrations (14th October 2021)
The Pre-Primary section celebrated the Navratri
virtually with a lot of enthusiasm. The girls dressed
in the colourful 'ghagra cholis' and boys were dressed
in the beautiful 'kurta pyjamas'. The celebration started
with a prayer, followed by a PowerPoint presentation
depicting the importance of this day. The students
were told about the importance of nine days of
Navratri and the nine forms of Goddess Durga and
how the festival symbolises victory over evil. The
students and teachers danced to the beats and tunes
of 'Dandiya'.This festival shows happiness, faith,
devotion and a sense of unity among everyone. All the
students and teachers celebrated the day with joy and
cheer. The event became an excellent example of
celebration of tradition with joy and fervour at its fullest.

Brown Colour Day Celebrations (18th October 2021)
As a part of colour day celebrations, the Pre-Primary section of MIT Vishwashanti
Gurukul School Kothrud, Pune enthusiastically celebrated brown colour day on
Monday, 18th October 2021. The motive of celebrating colour day is to make
the kids aware of the colour, its significance and to develop the fine motor skills
in the students.
It was an enjoyable day for all as the children and teachers were dressed in shades
of brown. Brown is a composite colour of red and blue, this was explained to
the students with the help of an audiovisual. The children enjoyed the video
of a song,sponge printing, drawing and colouring activities. The activity was enjoyed
by all the students as they got a chance to showcase their creativity in drawing,
colouring and a craft activity. It was a day of learning and fun for the tiny tots.

Diwali Celebrations (30th October 2021)
To welcome the festival of light ‘Deepavali’ the Pre-Primary section celebrated clean and green Diwali through a
virtual platform on Saturday, 30th October 2021. The festival of lights came alive when the whole pre-school section
wore a festive look with children wearing colourful dresses. The day started with a peace prayer followed by giving
information on how to celebrate eco-friendly diwali. Diya decoration, lantern making and colouring activities were
held to enhance the creative skills of students. Children enjoyed diyas with colours and glitters. The students presented
dances and songs in an online mode. The students were made aware of the harmful effects of firecrackers on human
health. After the Diwali celebration everyone enjoyed Diwali snacks with their families.
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Our Tiny Tots
Fancy Dress (22nd November 2021)

Children’s Day Celebrations
(15th November 2021)
A day marking childhood was celebrated with fun and frolic by the
preschool section on a virtual platform on 15th November 2021.
The children's day program had a series of interesting and exciting
events all planned meticulously for complete entertainment. The
program clearly depicted the spirit of the occasion. The celebration
commenced with the M I T song followed by a PowerPoint
presentation depicting the importance of the day and explaining the
bo n d b e t ween t eacher a nd s t ude nts.
The teachers enthusiastically presented a puppet show which
received a lot of likes and praise from the students and parents.
The students also appreciated the scintillating dance performance
by the teachers and enjoyed the different types of games played
virtually. The parents applauded the teachers for putting up a
wonderful show as they too could be a part of the virtual celebration.

To enhance creativity, imagination and build
confidence in the tiny tots, a ‘Fancy Dress’
event was conducted online for the students
of Pre-primary section on 22nd November 2021.
The students dressed up in colourful costumes
and spoke a few sentences about the cartoon
c h a ra c t e r t h e y d e pi c t ed.
The effort and hard work of children was highly
commendable . The fancy dress activity proved
to be a great learning experience for the students
as it gave them a platform to explore their hidden
talents . The event concluded with the encouraging
words of the teachers who appreciated the
performances of their students and the efforts
of the parents. The parents were happy that the
school gives importance to scholastic and
co-scholastic activities, as both are important
for the all round development of a child.

Yellow Colour Day Celebrations (20th November 2021)
As a part of colour day celebrations, the Pre-Primary section enthusiastically celebrated yellow
colour day on Saturday, 20th November 2021. The motive of celebrating yellow day was to
make the students aware of the colour, its significance and to develop the fine motor skills in
the students.The virtual session began with the school song followed with a fun-filled introduction
of the colour through a PowerPoint presentation. The children dressed up in different shades of
yellow and were cheerful. Based on the theme, the students were asked to show yellow objects to
their classmates. All the students enjoyed the video of the yellow colour song and the drawing
and colouring activity. It was an amazing learning experience which will surely have a long lasting
effect on each student.

Fit India School Week (1st to 6th December 2021)
The pre primary section very enthusiastically participated
in the Fit India Movement and conducted several activities
virtually to celebrate the ‘Fit India School Week’ from
1st December 2021 to 6th December 2021. Over the
week, different activities were conducted. The students
were made to understand the importance of exercise
in their daily lives through PowerPoint presentations.
The teachers explained why regular exercising not only
makes us physically fit, but it also improves our mental
health. The students promised to stay fit by taking a pledge.
The students, along with the teachers, did warm up
exercises, free hand exercises like jumping, hopping,
running for flexibility and endurance, under the guidance
of their teachers. The third event was ‘Yoga for all’ in
which the students and teachers did simple yoga asanas
like pranayam, tadasana, vrikshasana, etc. The little
MITians have set the benchmark by not only following
a fitness routine in their day-to-day life but have also
been learning to stay fit through healthy eating habits.
They also prepared colourful charts of healthy food and
promised to say no to junk food. The Fit India Week
was indeed a great experience for the children and it
highlighted the need to be physically fit and mentally
sharp both for academic excellence as well as for a
happy l if e .

White Colour Day Celebrations (11th December 2021)

On Saturday, 11th December 2021 Pre-Primary students celebrated
"White colour Day" virtually to make kids recognize the white colour
and its significance. The little champs, dressed in white, were made
to recognize white colour objects through a Powerpoint presentation.
The children listened to rhymes related to the colour white. The
students participated in an art and craft activity of making swans with
the objective of developing their fine motor skills. They showed
their classmates their toys which were white in colour. They truly
enjoyed the class that was both fun and informative to the little
inquisitive minds of our school.
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Our Tiny Tots
Grandparents Day Celebration (18th December 2021)
“A grandparent is a wonderful mix of a parent, a teacher and a best friend." The preschool section
celebrated Grandparents' day with gratitude and compassion for all the grandparents on a virtual
platform. This annual event holds a significantly special place in our hearts as it is a great time to
remind ourselves of what our elders mean to us. Grandparents play a pivotal role in grooming young
minds, passing values in giving wisdom with their valuable guidance.
The grandparents joined the virtual class of their beloved grandchildren. The celebration started
by evoking blessings of the almighty through the world peace prayer. The enthusiastic students
welcomed all the grandparents with a welcome speech and song. The Principal, Mrs. Sharada Rao
expressed gratitude towards the grandparents for attending the event. She addressed the audience
and reiterated the importance of their presence even in the virtual classes which the school is
conducting for the students. An energetic, foot tapping dance performance by the students mesmerised
all. Many exciting games were conducted to give the celebration a feel of being a live celebration.
The icing on the cake was the performance by the tiny tots which had everyone glued to their screens
to see the innocent faces expressing their heartfelt gratitude for all the love received.
The students made cards and presented them to their grandparents to acknowledge their love and
gratitude. The celebration was indeed a heart touching experience for all of us. "Grandparents make
the world a little softer, a little kinder and a little warmer."

Maths Day Celebration (22nd December 2021)
The Pre-school section celebrated Maths Day on Wednesday 22nd December 2021 on a virtual platform.
Mathematics can be fun, challenging, hands-on, and can be easily applied in real-life situations.
Mathematics Day was celebrated with the objective of creating awareness about the importance of
mathematics in day-to-day life situations and also to create interest amongst the students in studying
Mathematics. The teacher successfully conducted fun-filled Math activities. The students participated in
online activities such as understanding fractions, one-to-one correspondence, shapes hunt, the coloring
of shapes, and the Bingo game. Great zeal and enthusiasm was shown by the students and parents in
making M athematics enjoyable and the event wa s a huge suc cess .

New Year Celebrations (31st December 2021)
The Pre-School section bid a befitting farewell to the year 2021 and welcomed the New
Year 2022 with great passion and enthusiasm on a virtual platform. All the students and
teachers gathered online to kindle the spirit of togetherness and encourage students to
showcase their talents despite the difficult times. The program commenced with the
MIT VGS song followed by a video song of New Year. The students were asked to share
their New Year resolution goals. They promised to exercise daily, eat healthy food,
spend less time on social media and many more good
dai l y h abi ts. Al l s t u d e nts e njoy ed
the craft activity of making New Year greeting cards.
The fun filled celebration concluded with special wishes
and blessings from teachers to the students for the
New Year 2022
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Student Life
‘MAAI’!!

Live and Let Live
On 5th March 2020, the first lockdown was imposed. Today,
too, we are still in a similar situation; however some people
around the world do not completely understand the severity
of the situation. Many people stop following social distancing
protocols as soon as the government relaxes the restrictions
imposed. The state and central government is working hard
to fight against COVID-19. During the first wave of the virus
there were no beds and oxygen cylinders for the patients.
Slowly, the situation improved. Scientists around the world
and in our country too have been working on developing
vaccines. In India, 100 crore vaccinations have been completed.
We should continue to follow the rules and do our part in
not spreading the virus. During the lockdown we must spend
time with our families and enjoy quality time with them.
Looking forward to a normal world soon again with no
.danger to our health.

Renowned social worker Sindhutai Sapkal, commonly known as the
mother of orphan children, passed away recently, following a heart
attack at a private hospital. Sindhutai, who had received the Padma Shri
award last year, was 73 years old.
She grew up in poverty and had to suffer immense hardships as a child,
and went on to set up institutes for orphan children. She adopted and
took care ofmore than one thousand orphan kids over the last
40 years. Maai will be remembered forever for her compassion
and generosity.

Ajinkya Shelke

Ved Dhavade

Grade 6 Beta

Grade 5 Amethyst

1) When I am young I am tall, and when I am old I am short. Who am I?
2) Starts with T, is filled with T, ends with T. Who am I?
3) I can be of any color, but when you use me, I turn white and frothy.
Who am I?
Arnav Sathe
Grade 3 Emerald

Ans: 1) Candle

2) Tea pot

3) Soap

Live and Let Live

The Tabla: Its many benefits
People often say to me, “Oh, it is wonderful that you play tabla! It must be so
meditative for you.” Truth be told, I don’t consciously think about it; but I
do think it is meditative when you are totally caught up in a composition.
There are definitely a few things I am aware of and see the benefits of playing
the tabla in my life.

Everybody knows that water is very important for our life.
We need water for cleaning, agriculture and in cooking.
However, its most important use is drinking. The water we
drink must be clean and pure. If it is not so, it may cause
diseases which may lead to death. There are many ways
by which we purify water. The simplest way is to boil the
water before drinking. These days many water purifiers
are also available in the market. However, these are costly
gadgets and everyone cannot buy them. It is the duty of
the government to provide pure drinking water to the people.
We must do everything possible to preserve drinking water.
All organisms on earth depend upon water. No creature
including human beings, animals, plants or insects can live

Sharp memory / developing and analytical brain:
The mathematics involved in playing the tabla and seeing patterns in the
kaidas (Tabla compositions) stimulates the brain muscles and improves
intelligence.
Expression:
I believe that the musical side of tabla improves the ability to express
oneself and communicate with others.
Relaxation:
I find that playing the tabla is a medium to release stress. For example Escaping in a kaida - one sometimes gets lost in a composition and that
really clears the mind.
Concentration:
It increases my ability to focus and concentration.
Improving the sense of rhythm:
Not that I am a good dancer; but I think it can improve one’s dancing ability
as it helps one to understand rhythm better.

wi t h ou t water.

Asmita Kalburge
Grade 7 Beta

Yash Narendra Vijapure
Grade 8 Alpha
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Teachers' Corner
MIT VGS SCHOOLS
M : Mark Of Success
I
: Igniting minds
T : Torch of enlightenment
V : Vibrant Team
G : Grooming students for tomorrow
S
: Shouldering the responsibility
S
: Sign out of worries
C : Carving a niche
H : Helping those in need
O : Outstanding
O : Ocean of knowledge
L
: Learning lateral thinking
S
: Safety first
Mrs Vaishali Gosavi, CT 6 Gamma

CROSSWORD PUZZLE - SYNONYMS
Complete the crossword puzzle by filling in the synonyms of the following words with the help of given clues.

C

ACROSS
2. Investigate
6. Deny
11. Opportunity
12. Beautiful
14. Sincere
16. Ugly
18. Adverse
19. Acquire
20. Awful
21. Perilous

R
D
G

N

DOWN
E
H
E

D

1. Vanquish
3. Idea
4. Eager
5. Scared
7. Decide
8. Stop
9. Astonish
10. Incredible
13. Fascinating
15. Explain
17. Destroy

Sangeeta Walunjkar, CT 5 Emerald
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Teachers' Corner
Do We Understand Them?

Every Day is Teacher’s Day

Childhood is the most beautiful part of a person’s life, it is a brief period
of joy which passes like a glimpse - this is the general notion. Cut to reality,
childhood is one of the most difficult parts of one’s life, when one does
not only have to live up to the expectations of one’s family, friends and
society but also deal with the rapid physical changes that they have no
clue about. With little understanding of the world and innocence which
acts as a weapon against them, they fight through the competitive world
almost to the verge of losing their identity.
One needs to understand that every child is different yet unique. If we as
adults are encouraging and creative in imparting knowledge, then a child
shall develop a positive self-esteem. As children grow, their experiences
shape the person they aspire to be and frames their perception accordingly.
Spoon feeding that parents do out of love shall only make them dependent
forever. The development of skill through creative activities is more
important than imparting theoretical knowledge. If they can discover
pleasure in being productive then discoveries and inventions shall
become a common phenomenon.
Adolescence is regarded as the most challenging phase of childhood.
In this stage children experience a change in their thought as well as
physical process. They come under a lot of peer-pressure – “My friend
got a laptop, I want one”, “I am the only one who doesn’t have a mobile”
and so on. Only 35% develop the capacity to reason formally during this
stage, we need to ensure that the remaining 65% are on the right track.
Parents and teachers have an important role to play in shaping a child’s
future. Since the child spends most of their time with their parents and
teachers, they should constantly be in touch and have a keen ear.
Any unnatural habit or activity should be discussed to bring out the
best in a child. Communication is the best medium to solve problems.
We should think and frame a child’s present to make him a better
person tomorrow. Stacia Tauscher remarkably said “We worry about
what a child will become tomorrow, yet we forget that he is someone today.”

Everyday begins in a unique way,
And you are happy to see your students everyday.
You teach and may even preach,
You support and guide,
You make the hearts leap with eternal creativity.
We love and play too,
As the young ones expect us to.
Yes! We have to stay updated,
With our knowledge too!
Let's recall all the promises,
That we have given with confidence,
To all the profound leaders of ours,
"To be honest and pious,
To be dedicated and devoted,
To be truthful and supportive".
And also to our dear students,
Each heart full of expectations,
You are the Potter who has the wheel,
To go on continuously and wholeheartedly.
You are the role model,
Which every heart may seek to be in the future.
So I wish my fellow teachers the best,
To follow the principles,
And carry forward the torch,
In an eternal way!

Dr. Satarupa Roy, CT 8 Beta

Swapnali Kulkarni, CT 2 Amethyst

Answerkey

Family
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Here is my grandpa, old and smart,
Here is my grandma, sweet and good at heart,
Taking care of me, when mom and dad, not at home,
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They are my family's backbone.
This is my father, a strict gentleman,
Working hard for my family, all day long.
My mother is the pride of my home and a
lovely matron,
She cooks, works, loves and teaches us,
she is a superwoman.
Brother, sister and cousins are friends of mine,
Together as a family, we will always shine.
Uncle and aunt are near and dear to me,
Without them, how can you complete the
family tree?
We are a joint family, living together in one home,

U L

No one and nothing will break our trust and hope.

A
T
E
Geeta Soman, CT Jr. KG Harmony
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Art Corner

Pratishtha Wadnerkar

Anish Wadnerkar

Aryan Akre

(Parent of
Anish Wadnerkar)

Grade 6 Gamma

Grade 9 Alpha

Sharanya Bhise

Digvijay Pawar

Imran pathan

Grade 8 Alpha

Grade 8 Beta

Grade 8 Beta
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Sanjana Datar
Grade 6 Alpha

Art Corner

Kamakshi Jain

Anaya Tarafdar

Grade 7 Alpha

Grade 2 Amethyst

Anay Tonde

Sanvi Shitole

Sr.KG

Grade 2 Amethyst
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Aarav Tarafdar
Grade 2 Amethyst

Kanishka Choudhary
Grade 3 Amethyst

Art Corner

Karan Ladla
Grade 8 Beta

Vidhya Mungone
Grade 1 Emrald

Sachi Mehta
Grade 4 Amethyst
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Upcoming Events

What goals do you have for this new year? Here, at MIT Vishwashanti Gurukul school, Kothrud, Pune, we surely have an exciting range
of upcoming events planned for all our students to boost their personality.
Here is a sneak peak at the upcoming events-

Sports week

A healthy mind resides in a healthy body. With this in mind, we have an action packed 'Sports Week' organised from
10th to 14th January which will conclude with prize distribution and a 'Kite Festival'

Upcoming examinations
Our students will be appearing for Periodic Assessment 4, for grades 1 to 8 and Pre Final Examination for grades 9 and 10, from
17th January onwards where they will get full opportunity to perform with complete preparation.

Patriotic song competition and Republic day celebrations
Continuing to inculcate the value of patriotism in our students as they are the future leaders of our country, a Patriotic Song
Competition will be organised on the 25th of January. Republic Day will be a day filled with events where students will get the
opportunity to show their talents and enhance the spirit of patriotism.

Coding week
A coding week has been planned for the students from 1st - 5th February. This will enable the students to develop a range of other
skills that help with their learning and studies, supporting them in navigating life challenges in the future.

Creative and critical thinking week

A creative and critical thinking week will be conducted from 7th - 11th February with an aim to foster creativity and critical
thinking skills. A series of activities will be conducted with a focus to hone these skills.

Marathi and Sanskrit week
With the objective of giving students an opportunity to be loud and proud about their cultural identities, this week has been
planned. This week, beginning from 14th February, brings about feelings of diversity and inclusion in the school community.

National science day celebration
The students will celebrate National Science Day on 28th February to mark the discovery of the Raman effect by Indian physicist
Sir C. V. Raman. The students thoroughly enjoy this day planned by the team of Science teachers.
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Laurels And Accolades

Congratulations Aryan Akre, 9 Alpha on securing the first position
in Smart Skill Championship in the category
of Creating Best from Waste!

Yash Vijapure, 8 Alpha won first position in Kavi Yogesh Naik State level
online Bal Natya Chata competition, second position
in Avinash Deshmukh Smruti Bal Natya Chata competition and
Kalapini- Paranjape Smruti Bal Natya Chata competition.
Well done Yash! Keep it up!

Apoorva Patil, 7 Beta secured the third position in
Hindi Inter-School Speech Competition under the theme of
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav. Congratulations Apoorva!

Congratulations Manasi Lad, 6 Beta on winning the second position
in the Poster making Competition in the Hindi Week Celebration
under the theme of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav. Keep it up
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Laurels And Accolades

Raghuveer Santosh Shelar, Sr. KG Flamingo,
won the first position in the Inter Class Speed Kick Competition.
Keep it up!

Atharva Rahul, grade Nursery secured
second position in a special category at
“Ad Master” interbranch competition. Kudos to you!

Congratulations Riyansh Kadam, Jr. KG Harmony,
on securing second position in a special category at
“Ad Master” interbranch competition!

Aradhya Patil, Sr. KG Flamingo
secured first position in “Hindi Rhyme Competition”
during the Hindi week celebration. Congratulations!
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Laurels And Accolades

Tarun Rai, 4 Emerald secured the third position
in Smart Skill Championship in the category
of Smart Survival Skills. Kudos to you

Aaral Solanke, 4 Emerald, secured the first position
in Hindi Inter-School Poem recitation Competition
under the theme of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav.
Congratulations Aaral!

Congratulations Ira Parge, Sr. KG Harmony
on securing third position in “Hindi Rhyme Competition”
during the Hindi week celebration!
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Language Corner
g§ñH¥$V§ dXVw

(Spoken Sanskrit)

Z‘ñVo / Z‘ñH$ma:

Hello

gwà^mV‘²

Good morning

ew^am{Ì:

Good night

YÝ¶dmX:

Thank you

ñdmJV‘²

Welcome

jå¶Vm‘²

I am Sorry

{MÝVm ‘mñVw

It's ok

H¥$n¶m

Please

nwZ: {‘bm‘:

See you again

CÎm‘‘²

Good

~hþ-CÎm‘‘²

Very Good

^dV: Zm‘ {H$‘²?

What is your name?(for males)

^dË¶m: Zm‘ {H$‘²?

What is your name?(for females)

dra {gnmhr
{gnmhr Zo Xoe H$s aIdmbr H$m V~ {Oå‘m CR>m¶m Wm,
Iwer Ho$ Am±gy amo¶r CgH$s ‘m± O~ ’$m¡O go ~wbmdm Am¶m Wm,
AnZo n[adma go Xÿa , Xoe H$mo n[adma ~Zm¶o ~¡R>m h¡,
‘m¡V go ~oIm¡’$ hmoH$a gahX nm {gnmhr ~¡R>m h¡,
dmo ’$m¡Or Omo Am¶m h¡ ‘mWo na H$’$Z gOm¶m h¡,
na A~ dm H$O© MwH$mZo Am¶m h¡,
O¡go ^JdmZ am‘ Ho$ g‘j hZw‘mZ Zo grZm Mra {XIm¶m h¡..
‘m¡V Vmo CgH$s XþëhZ h¡, CgH$mo hr Jbo bJmZm h¡,
gm±§gmo H$s ‘mbm Mmho {~Iao, ‘Z Ho$ ‘ZH$mo§ H$mo ~m§Yo aIZm h¡,
CgH$s draVm XoI Xþí‘Z ^r h¡ A~ gX‘m| ‘o,
‘oao {gnmhr H$m {VZH$m ^r Zm PwHo$Jm {H$gr J¡a Ho$ H$X‘mo ‘o...

Sanchita Bodake
Grade X Beta
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Language Corner
h‘mar Am°ZbmB©Z nmR>embm
gwZmo h‘mao ß¶mao ~ƒm§o,
H$aZr h¡ AmO AmIar ~mV|
‘wbmH$mVo H$^r IË‘ Zht hmoVr

nyao {díd ‘| Mbr
H$moamoZm H$s bha
nT>mB© AYyar ah OmEJr
bJVm Wm h‘H$mo S>a

¶h Vmo ¶mXm| H$m JwbXñVm ~ZH$a h¡ ahVr
ñHy$b H$s ~ob, ImZo H$s Nw>Å>r
Q>rMa H$s S>m±Q>, ~ƒm| H$s ‘ñVr
IobZm Hy$XZm, bS>Zm PJS>Zm,
H$^r gmoMm Z Wm. BZHo$ {~Zm ^r hmoJr,
¡h‘mar nmR>embm...

nhbr ~ma hmo ahm Wm
EH$ AZmoIm à¶mg
O~ ewê$ hmo JE
h‘mao Am°ZbmB©Z ³bmg

Am OmVr Q>rMa gw~h gw~h OJmZo
nhbo H$aVo AmZmH$mZr,WmoS>r gr AnZr ‘Z‘mZr
H$^r arS>tJ Vmo H$^r am¶Q>tJ
H$^r H$mC§Q>tJ Vmo H$^r emCQ>tJ,
H$aVo H$aVo nT>Zo bJo Am°ZbmB©Z,

amoO gw~h ahVm h¡
h‘H$mo ³bmg H$m B§VOma
Bg AZmoIr nT>mB© go
h‘ H$aZo bJo ß¶ma

‘wpíH$b Wm na Zm‘w‘{H$Z Zm Wm,
H$mo{ee H$s h‘ g~ Zo {‘bH$a,
bS>|Jo S>Q>H$a, gmW {‘bH$a
Zm éH|$Jo {H$gr dm¶ag go S>Q>H$a
ãb°H$~moS>© Am¡a Mm°H$ Zm hr ghr,
‘mo~mB©b Am¡a b°nQ>m°n na hr ghr
Am°’$bmB©Z Zht Am°ZbmB©Z hr ghr

Bg Vah H$moamoZm H$mo
h‘mao ñHy$b Zo MQ>mB© Yyb
{OgH$m Zm‘ h¡

MIT Vishwashanti Gurukul
{OgHo$ Q>rMg© h¡ gwnaHy$b

{gImE±Jo ^r Am¡a gr Im¶|Jo

Paresh Gopinath Rao
Father of Mihaan and Maayra Paresh Rao,
Sr. KG Flamingo

~g R>mZm h¡ ¶ht
Am{Ia H$hm± ahoJm Eogm h‘oem
OëXr hr T>b OmEJm ¶h A§Yoam
AmEJm {’$a go Z¶m g~oam.
{‘b|Jo {’$ago AnZoo ñHy$b ‘|
{‘b|Jo {’$ago AnZoo ñHy$b ‘|

Rupal Chawda, CT Sr. KG Hornbill

‘mPr emim , ‘mPo {ejH$
embo¶ OrdZ åhUOo AmnU {H$Vrhr ‘moR>o Pmbmo Var hdohdogo dmQ>Umao OJ AgVo.gJù¶m§gmR>r AmnU bhmZ
AgVmo nU, Aä¶mgmZo Amnë¶mbm ‘moR>o ~Zdbobo AgVo. '‘mPr emim' ho eãX CƒmaVmM EH$ àH$maMr ‘m¶m,
{Oìhmim, ào‘ AmnmoAmnM C’$miyZ ¶oVo.H$m¶ OmXÿ Amho H$Yr H$iboM Zmhr! égdo-’w$Jdo, X§Jm-‘ñVr, Ioi
Am{U ~amo~arZo Aä¶mg ¶m gJù¶mV embo¶ OrdZ H$Yr g§nVo H$iVM Zmhr.{ejH$m§À¶m N>ÌN>m¶oImbr AgUmam
gwa{jVnUm AmR>dUrVM amhÿZ OmVmo.‘mUyg hm AmOÝ‘ {dÚmWu AgVmo Ago åhUVmV nU, Vo {dÚmWu OrdZ
Am¶wî¶mV nwÝhm H$YrM {‘iV Zmhr. åhUyZM Ë¶mMm ñdÀN>§Xr Am{U {ZIi AmñdmX KoVm Ambm nm{hOo.
¶m àdmgmbmM "OJUo" Ago åhUVmV.
Amnbr emim Amnë¶mbm gÝ‘mZmZo OJm¶bm {eH$dVo.Amnbo {ejH$ Amnë¶mbm kmZ, H$bm, JwU ¶m§Zr
^abobr AZ‘mob {eXmoar XoVmV Am{U VrM Am¶wî¶^a nwadm¶Mr AgVo.VgoV Ë¶mMm {dH$mg hr H$am¶Mm AgVmo.

Priyanka Dhere, Parent of Chinmay Dhere (Grade 10)
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From The Editorial Team
Values in action
Mental Health refers to a person’s psychological, emotional and social well-being. It influences the way they
feel, think and behave. Mental health involves keeping our minds healthy. We generally focus on physical
fitness, but the mind is one of the powerful organs in the body which regulates the functioning of all other
organs. Therefore, it is important to be aware of the consequences of mental illness and it is important to keep
our mental health on track. Good mental health allows children to think clearly, develop socially and helps
to learn different skills. It also helps to develop self-confidence, high esteem which later impacts the personality
a n d o v e r a l l deve l opment .
In today’s world, children face more challenges. This pandemic situation has led to self and social isolation,
disconnection from family and friends. Quarantine and lockdowns are resulting in the experience of feeling of
helplessness, grief, anxiety, depression and many more negative feelings. To address these challenges, our
school has started informal sessions for our students. These informal sessions are planned, which include
activities, games and virtues. Basically, it is about venting out the emotions in a play-way method. It also
enhances the student-teacher bond, thus helping the students to learn to express themselves in an appropriate
w a y a n d man ag e t he ir em o tions .
“Mental health is not a destination, but a process. It’s about how you drive to your destination.”

Asmita Kulkarni
School Counsellor

Editors Note
Welcome to the 1st edition of the quarterly magazine
of MIT Vishwashanti Gurukul School, Kothrud.
We are proud to bring to you, the 1st issue of
Gurukul Times, Kothrud, which is surely going to
unfold the unravelled world of the most unforgettable
a n d p r e c i o u s m o m e n t s o f t h e s c h ool.
This magazine is to be viewed as a launch pad for the
children’s creative urges to blossom naturally.
As the saying goes, “A mind like a parachute works
best when opened”. This humble initiative is to set the
budding minds free, allowing them to roam free in
the realm of imagination and experience, to create a
world of beauty in words. I take the opportunity to
thank all the contributors as their contribution is the
reason that makes this magazine endearing to our
readers. I heartily wish all the readers my best wishes
and hope this souvenir will enjoy your critical acclaim
and prove itself to play a vital role in the all-round
development of the students.

Warm regards and happy reading!

Raisa Braganza
Chief Editor

